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ABSTRACT
The first supernovae enrich the previously pristine gas with metals, out of which the next generation
of stars form. Based on hydrodynamical simulations, we develop a new stochastic model to predict
the metallicity of star-forming gas in the first galaxies. On average, in internally enriched galaxies, the
metals are well mixed with the pristine gas. However, in externally enriched galaxies, the metals can
not easily penetrate into the dense gas, which yields a significant metallicity difference between the
star-forming and average gas inside a halo. To study the consequences of this effect, we apply a semi-
analytical model to Milky Way-like dark matter merger trees and follow stellar fossils from high redshift
until the present day with a novel realistic metal mixing recipe. We calibrate the model to reproduce
the metallicity distribution function (MDF) at low metallicities and find that a primordial IMF with
slope of dN/dM ∝ M−0.5 from 2 M to 180 M best reproduces the MDF. Our improved model for
inhomogeneous mixing can have a large impact for individual minihalos, but does not significantly
influence the modelled MDF at [Fe/H]& −4 or the best-fitting Pop III IMF.
Keywords: stars: Population III – methods: statistical – methods: analytical – ISM: structure
1. INTRODUCTION
Big Bang nucleosynthesis produced only hydrogen, he-
lium and trace amounts of lithium in the first minutes
of the Universe. All metals, as astronomers call ele-
ments heavier than helium, were produced in stars and
distributed into the interstellar medium (ISM) by their
violent deaths. Therefore, the first generation of stars
(Population III, or Pop III) formed from hydrogen and
helium only and the average metallicity of the Universe
built up cumulatively over time.
Compared to the present day Universe, where met-
als and dust provide the main cooling channels during
protostellar collapse, primordial gas cools less efficiently
(Omukai et al. 2005; Bovino et al. 2016). The lower cool-
ing rates and higher temperatures in a Pop III star form-
ing region result in a higher Jeans mass and therefore in
larger fragment masses (Silk 1983; Bromm et al. 1999;
Abel et al. 2000; Bromm et al. 2002; Abel et al. 2002;
Yoshida et al. 2003). Hence, it is generally expected
that the first stars are more massive than present-day
stars, although this has not yet been confirmed by di-
rect observations (see reviews by Glover 2005; Bromm
et al. 2009; Greif 2015). The initial mass function (IMF)
of the first stars is crucial to understand the buildup of
the first galaxies: the Pop III stars shape the first galax-
ies with their radiative and chemical feedback, they may
provide the seeds for supermassive black holes, and they
contribute to reionisation. Their relative contribution to
these processes depends on their mass and therefore on
the Pop III IMF. Despite intensive research in the last
years, no studies have conclusively derived the IMF of
the first stars, only provided indirect constraints.
No metal-free Pop III survivor has been discovered in
the Milky Way (MW). This implies that most primordial
stars accreted metal-rich ISM over their lifetime (Shen
et al. 2017, however see Tanaka et al. 2017) or have
lifetimes that are shorter than the age of the Universe,
which limits the mass of Pop III stars to & 0.8 M (Sal-
vadori et al. 2007; Hartwig et al. 2015; Ishiyama et al.
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2016; Magg et al. 2019). This also means that we rely
on indirect observational constraints.
The direct observation of Pop III-dominated galax-
ies at high redshift is very challenging, even with next-
generation telescopes (Zackrisson et al. 2011; Barrow
et al. 2018; Dayal & Ferrara 2018). Supernova (SN)
explosions of the first stars are very rare and upcoming
survey will likely only place upper limits on the number
density of massive Pop III stars (Hummel et al. 2012;
Hartwig et al. 2018a; Rydberg et al. 2020). Gravita-
tional waves from the remnants of the first stars may be
detectable with the current sensitivity of ground-based
detectors (Kinugawa et al. 2014; Hartwig et al. 2016;
Belczynski et al. 2017). However, to discriminate Pop III
remnant black holes from other formation channels re-
quires a statistically sound sample of several hundred
detections over the next decades. Recently, the 21cm
sky-averaged signal from the EDGES experiment (Bow-
man et al. 2018) has triggered discussions on the contri-
bution from the first stars to gas heating at high redshift
(Barkana 2018; Fialkov et al. 2018; Mirocha et al. 2018;
Schauer et al. 2019b; Liu et al. 2019).
Numerical simulations of Pop III star formation are
another important tool to predict their nature and IMF
(Stacy et al. 2010; Greif et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2011;
Hirano et al. 2014; Susa 2019; Sharda et al. 2020). How-
ever, current estimates can only approximately treat the
gas accretion and mergers of protostars until the stars
reach stable hydrogen burning, which limits their pre-
dictive power.
The most informative approach to study the nature of
the first stars is stellar archaeology (Beers & Christlieb
2005; Ji et al. 2015; Frebel & Norris 2015). As the name
suggests, one extracts information from stellar fossils; in
this case, one connects the chemical signature of metal-
poor stars in the MW to the nucleosynthetic yields from
the first SNe (Salvadori et al. 2010; Milosavljevic et al.
2018). Various groups have tried to derive the Pop III
IMF by fitting progenitor stars of different masses to
observed extremely metal-poor (EMP) stars with differ-
ent results: Fraser et al. (2017) find that their sample of
∼ 30 EMP stars is best reproduced by a Salpeter IMF
for Pop III stars. However, Ishigaki et al. (2018) show,
based on R > 28000 spectroscopic abundances of ∼ 200
EMP stars, that their sample is better fitted by a log-
normal Pop III IMF around ∼ 25 M. In both cases,
the method can only probe mass ranges of the Pop III
IMF in which we expect SNe to explode, approximately
10− 40 M and 140− 260 M (Heger & Woosley 2002).
We therefore analyse the metallicity distribution func-
tion (MDF), which is a results of an interplay of chem-
ical, radiative, and mechanical feedback from the first
and second generation of stars and is therefore sensitive
to the complete Pop III IMF (de Bennassuti et al. 2017).
The MDF is the distribution of stellar metallicities,
which is observationally traced by [Fe/H]1. If we assume
that the metallicity of a star is defined by the metallicity
of the molecular cloud out of which it forms, then the
stellar metallicity depends on one main ingredient: the
ratio of metals to hydrogen in the stellar birth clouds. To
understand the MDF and to use it as a tool to study the
first stars, we therefore need to understand how metals
mix with hydrogen after the first SN explosions.
For simplicity, previous semi-analytical approaches
have assumed that metals and hydrogen within the virial
radius are homogeneously mixed (de Bennassuti et al.
2017; Graziani et al. 2017; Visbal et al. 2018), that all
Pop II stars have the same metallicity (Trenti & Stiavelli
2009; Dayal et al. 2014), or they applied heuristic mod-
els to imitate inhomogeneous mixing (Salvadori et al.
2010; Hartwig et al. 2018b; Coˆte´ et al. 2018). We inves-
tigate and improve sub-grid models for metal mixing in
this paper, because previous simplistic models limit the
reliability of their predictions.
Hydrodynamical simulations have studied the mixing
of metals from the first SNe in individual haloes. While
Joggerst & Whalen (2011) find that the degree of mixing
depends on the type of SN, Ritter et al. (2015) conclude
that the abundance of gas clouds is different from pro-
genitor SNe yields due to inhomogeneous mixing. Sluder
et al. (2016) study the evolution of a minihalo after its
first Pop III SN. They conduct cosmological simulation
and find that there exists abundance biases, conclud-
ing that “to fully exploit the stellar-archaeological pro-
gramme of constraining the Pop III IMF from the ob-
served Pop II abundances, considering these hydrody-
namical transport effects is crucial”.
These pioneering studies have highlighted the impor-
tance of inhomogeneous metal mixing but our present
study is the first attempt to investigate this effect for a
cosmological sample of halos. The main scientific ques-
tion is to understand metal mixing in the first galaxies
and how to predict the metallicity of the star-forming
gas. These results will help to improve existing semi-
analytical models and to deepen our understanding of
metal mixing, star formation at high redshift, and the
build-up of the MDF.
2. METHODOLOGY: SEMI-ANALYTICAL MODEL
1 Defined as [A/B] = log10(mA/mB)− log10(mA,/mB,), where
mA and mB are the abundances of elements A and B and mA,
and mB, are the solar abundances of these elements.
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In this section, we summarise the semi-analytical
model (SAM) that we apply to simulate the MDF. In
the next section, we then present our improved model of
metal mixing, derived from 3D cosmological simulations.
The SAM used here has been previously used (Hartwig
et al. 2015, 2016, 2018b; Magg et al. 2016, 2018) and
has recently been named a-sloth (Ancient Stars and
Local Obervables by Tracing Haloes)2. It is based on
MW-like dark matter merger trees from the Caterpillar
simulation (Griffen et al. 2016), which represent the hier-
archical formation and growth of gravitationally bound
structure over time. On top of the dark matter distribu-
tion, we model the formation of stars and their chemical
and radiative feedback processes. Here, we summarise
the main ingredients of a-sloth to reproduce the MDF.
More details on the model can be found in previous pub-
lications (Hartwig et al. 2015, 2018b; Magg et al. 2018).
2.1. Pop III star formation
The main condition to form Pop III stars in a mini-
halo is that molecular hydrogen is the main coolant.
Sufficient molecular hydrogen can form if the halo mass
is above the critical mass (Hummel et al. 2012; Glover
2013)
Mcrit = 3× 106 M
(
1 + z
10
)−3/2
, (1)
which corresponds to a virial temperature of Tvir =
2200 K. We do not include the effect of baryonic stream-
ing, which can increase this critical halo mass for gas col-
lapse at high redshift (Schauer et al. 2019a), but plan to
do so in a future study.
Lyman-Werner (LW) photons can photodissociate
molecular hydrogen and therefore delay or even prevent
the gas collapse in the first haloes. Therefore, we re-
quire a second, LW flux-dependent mass threshold for
gas collapse (O’Shea & Norman 2008) and model how
the LW background builds up over time based on Greif
& Bromm (2006). We also follow the evolution of Hii
regions around star-forming galaxies and allow star for-
mation in other haloes in these ionised regions only if
their virial temperature is > 104 K.
We allow Pop III star formation if the gas is suffi-
ciently metal-poor. Chiaki et al. (2017) argue that we
have never observed stars with
10[C/H]−2.30 + 10[Fe/H] ≤ 10−5.07. (2)
and suggest that the truncation is caused by the absence
of dust cooling. The C abundance traces the amount of
2 http://www-utap.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/∼hartwig/A-SLOTH
carbon dust, and the Fe abundance traces the amount of
Silicate dust. We use Eq. 2 as transition criterion from
Pop III to Pop II star formation.
If a halo is identified to form Pop III stars, we define
the total stellar mass of this halo as
M∗ = ηIII
Ωb
Ωm
Mh, (3)
where the star formation efficiency ηIII needs to be cal-
ibrated. This parameter is fully degenerate with baryon
fractions of the haloes. For a globally reduced baryon
fraction in the haloes, e.g., due to streaming velocities
(see Schauer et al. (2019a)), the same ηIII parameter
would correspond to a higher physical star formation
efficiency. Then, we draw individual stars from a pre-
defined IMF (see below) and assign them to this halo
until the total mass of stars is ≥M∗.
The mass of a Pop III star defines its lifetime (Marigo
et al. 2001; Schaerer 2002) and its final fate (Karlsson
et al. 2013). If the star explodes as a SN, we assume tab-
ulated SN metal yields (Kobayashi et al. 2011; Nomoto
et al. 2013) and assume that a fraction, ffaint, of core-
collapse SNe explode as faint SNe with the correspond-
ing yields from Ishigaki et al. (2014). Based on Ritter
et al. (2015), we assume that a fraction of the metals,
ffallback, remains in the halo (i.e. falls back after some
time) and another fraction, feject = 1− ffallback, escapes
the gravitational potential of the halo. We assume that
these parameters do not depend on the halo mass and we
calibrate ffallback based on the metallicity distribution
function and other constrains such as the external en-
richment fraction. For Pop III stars, we treat these frac-
tions as free parameters, whereas for SNe from Pop II
we calculate the ejected gas mass self-consistently (see
below). For the fraction of the metals that escape a
Pop III forming halo, we assume that these metal winds
have a constant velocity of 110 km s−1 and may exter-
nally enrich neighboring haloes.
After internal enrichment that produces sufficient
metals by a Pop III SN (Eq. 2), we allow Pop II star
formation after the recovery time trec, which we cali-
brate with priors in the range 10 Myr ≤ trec ≤ 100 Myr
(Jeon et al. 2014; Chiaki et al. 2018). If a previously
pristine halo is sufficiently enriched by external enrich-
ment, we trigger Pop II star formation in this halo one
freefall time after the external enrichment event, which
is of the order of 100 Myr at the redshifts of interest.
2.2. Pop II star formation
We model the formation of metal-enriched stars with a
bathtub model, which will be described in more detail in
Magg et al. (in prep.). This improved way of simulating
Pop II formation represents a major update to a-sloth
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as compared to, e.g., Hartwig et al. (2018b). The bary-
onic matter in each metal-enriched, star-forming halo is
split into four components:
• M∗,II: the mass in metal-enriched stars,
• Mhot: the mass of hot gas in the halo,
• Mcold: the mass of cold, star-forming gas in the
centre of the halo and
• Mout: the mass of the outflows, i.e. baryonic gas
that has been unbound from the halo.
The transition of matter from one component to the
other is prescribed according to characteristic time-
scales and efficiencies. We aim at keeping the sum of
these four components to (Ωb/Ωm)Mvir:
M∗,II +Mhot +Mcold +Mout =
Ωb
Ωm
Mvir. (4)
We adapt this general stucture from Agarwal et al.
(2012), i.e., the idea of having a four-component bath-
tub model, where we keep the the total baryonic mass
fraction equal to the cosmic mean (see also Coˆte´ et al.
2016). The exact time-scales according to which the
matter moves from one phase to the other and the effi-
ciency of outflows were revised. Each time a halo forms
Pop II stars the following algorithm is used:
1. The halo is initialized. All four baryonic matter
components are set to the sum of these compo-
nents over all progenitors. Thus the mass accre-
tion rate during a time-step of length ∆t is
M˙acc =
Ωb
Ωm ∆t
Mvir
− (M∗,II +Mhot +Mcold +Mout) 1
∆t
.
(5)
2. Compute relevant time-scales and outflow effi-
ciency:
• tff the free fall time at the 192-fold cosmic
over-density, i.e. the density of the halo, for
conversion of hot diffuse gas to cold dense gas.
It is defined by
tff =
√
1
(1 + z)3 192Gρm
=5.2 Gyr (1 + z)
− 32 ,
(6)
where ρm is the cosmic matter density at z=0.
At redshifts and halo masses of interest, this
time-scale is longer than e.g. the cooling time
of the gas and thus the gas collapses essen-
tially in free-fall.
• tdyn: the dynamical time-scale of the halo
centre, for star-formation from cold gas. We
assume that cold gas and stars are concen-
trated in the central 5 per cent of the virial
radius Rvir of the halo (Mo et al. 1998). The
dynamical time-scale can then be computed
as ratio of the virial radius and the circular
velocity of this region i.e.
tdyn =
0.05Rvir
vdyn
=
√
(0.05Rvir)
3
G (Mcold +M∗,II)
,
(7)
where the dynamical velocity in the centre of
the halo is
vdyn =
√
G (Mcold +M∗,II)
(0.05Rvir)
2 . (8)
• γout the outflow efficiency, which is computed
from the energy balance between the injected
energy per solar mass of star formation and
the needed kinetic energy for outflows (per
solar mass of out-flowing mass). This effec-
tive specific binding energy is
1
2
v2eff =
1
2
(
v2dyn + v
2
circ
)
. (9)
The circular velocity vcirc of the halo is de-
fined analogously to the dynamical velocity
of the halo
vcirc =
√
GMvir
R2vir
. (10)
For the specific energy input of SNe we find
eSN = 8.7× 1015 erg g−1, (11)
which corresponds to one 1051 erg SN per
57 M of stars formed. For ionizing radia-
tion we find
eion = 5.2× 1016 erg g−1, (12)
being the equivalent of 30000 ionizing pho-
tons per stellar baryon (Greif & Bromm
2006), 2.0 eV thermal energy injection for
each of these photons and an escape frac-
tion of 10 per cent. We assume that feedback
by ionizing photons is only efficient in haloes
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that are not too far above the atomic cool-
ing limit and smoothly join the two regimes
together:
γout =
2
eSN
16(veff−20 km s−1)2 if veff > 20 km s
−1
2 eSN+eion
(10 km s−1)2 else.
(13)
This assumes that outflows move at 10 km s−1
if they are primarily ionization driven and a
few times as fast as the escape velocity if they
are SN driven. The choice of the exact transi-
tion between the two regimes is calibrated to
reproduce, e.g. the stellar mass to halo mass
relation of the MW (see below).
3. We solve the following differential equations with
a simple forward Euler method:
M˙∗,II = ηII
Mcold
tdyn
(14)
M˙out = γout M˙∗,II (15)
M˙cold = −M˙∗,II − M˙out + Mhot
tff
(16)
M˙hot = −Mhot
tff
+ M˙acc, (17)
where the Pop II star formation efficiency ηII =
0.1 was calibrated to reproduce the stellar mass to
halo mass relation (see below).
4. Afterwards we update the produced metals and
feedback:
• reduce metal mass because of outflows
Mmetals,t+∆t = Mmetals,t
Mcold +Mhot
Mgas
,
(18)
where the total gas mass is
Mgas =Mcold +Mhot
+ ∆M∗,II,tot + ∆Mout,tot,
(19)
and ∆M∗,II,tot and ∆Mout,tot are the mass of
stars and outflows formed during the whole
time-step.
• Add metals generated during this time-step
Mmetals,t+∆t = Mmetals,t + 0.05∆M∗,II,tot,
(20)
where we took the IMF averaged metal-yields
of 0.05 M per 1 M of star formation from
Vincenzo et al. (2016).
• We use snowplough algorithm to compute the
size of the metal-enriched region and propa-
gate the ionization front as described in Magg
et al. (2018).
This new model comes with several free parameters. We
calibrate these parameters mainly by the stellar mass to
halo mass relation in a mass range of 2 dex. For more
details see Sec. 4.
3. METHODOLOGY: METAL MIXING
In this section, we explain our approach to investi-
gate inhomogeneity of metallicity in the high-redshift
ISM. Although its importance has been pointed out in
previous research (Coˆte´ et al. 2018), metallicity inho-
mogeneity has often been neglected in archaeological
approaches. However, without understanding this ef-
fect we cannot properly connect the observational in-
formation on EMP stars and theoretical efforts on SN
yields. We take into account the inhomogeneity by post-
processing the metallicity of each star-formation event in
a-sloth, according to the distribution extracted from
cosmological simulations.
3.1. Cosmological Simulation
To study metal mixing in high-redshift galaxies, we
analyse the Renaissance simulations (Xu et al. 2016).
The simulations were conducted with the adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) code enzo (Bryan et al. 2014). The
boxsize is 28.4 cMpc/h, the particle masses of dark mat-
ter particles are 2.9×104 M, and the spacial resolution
is 19 comoving pc at the most resolved region. This cor-
responds to a physical resolution of a few parsec at the
redshifts of interest. The Renaissance simulations are
suited for our purpose because they have a specific treat-
ment for Pop III stars (including IMF), and the mass res-
olution is sufficient to resolve 3× 106 M haloes, where
the formation of Pop III stars takes place (Xu et al.
2016). In less massive haloes, Pop III star formation
may be delayed or suppressed by baryonic streaming
velocities (Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2010; Schauer et al.
2019a).
For more information, the simulations are well de-
scribed in O’Shea et al. (2015) and Xu et al. (2016). The
simulations consist of three distinct boxes, “Rarepeak”,
“Normal”, and “Void”, with the names representing the
overdensity on super-halo scale. Since we want to study
the properties of galaxies in a cosmologically represen-
tative environment, we select the “Normal” region as
the main analysis set. At z = 12, 2223 haloes contain
Pop III stars.
3.2. Sample selection
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We select halos to analyse based on two criteria: First,
we select haloes that contain gas denser than 1 cm−3
in order to compare the metallicity between dense gas
and average gas within a halo. In the following, we de-
fine “dense gas” as gas denser than 1 cm−3. We chose
1 cm−3 to improve statistics because not many of the
simulated galaxies have gas denser than 10 (1122 haloes)
or 100 cm−3 (433 haloes), whereas 2733 haloes contain
gas cells denser than 1 cm−3. If we only considered cells
that form stars in the next timestep, only six halos would
contain more than 10 cells. For all the haloes with gas
above a density of 100 cm−3 we verified that the metal-
licities above all three density thresholds are similar.
Second, to make sure that the halo is well resolved, we
apply two conditions: haloes which include more than
1000 cells in its virial radius, and haloes in which the
dense gas is resolved by at least 10 resolution elements.
The numbers of analysed haloes are 2733, 6150, 1145 for
Normal z=12, Rarepeak z=15, and Normal z=15.
3.3. Metallicity Shift dZ
To predict the metallicity of star-forming gas we in-
troduce the “metallicity shift” dZ as
dZ = Zdense − Zall, (21)
where dZ quantifies the difference of metallicity Z3 be-
tween dense gas and all gas inside each halo. Positive
dZ represents a situation where dense gas is metal-rich
compared to the average gas of the halo. In Fig. 1 we
show two exemplary slice plots showing negative dZ and
positive dZ haloes. The mean gas metallicity, Zall, is
available in many models with coarse resolution. To-
gether with an analytical prediction of dZ, this allows
to calculate the actual metallicity of star-forming gas.
3.3.1. Physical interpretation
Various processes are at play to provide positive or
negative values of dZ. The positive shifting process can
be related to metal line cooling. Since metal-rich gas
cools efficiently by metal and dust cooling, it is likely
to be dense. There are two processes with the opposite
effect. One process is shielding. Metal-rich winds can-
not penetrate dense gas clumps easily (Jeon et al. 2014;
Chen et al. 2017; Chiaki et al. 2018). If gas cooling
and clump formation occur earlier than metal enrich-
ment, the metallicity shift may take a negative value.
The other process is the feedback origin. Metal-rich gas
3 Defined as Z = log10(mmetal/mH) − log10(mmetal,/mH,),
where mmetal is the abundance of metals, mH is the abundance
of Hydrogen, and mmetal, and mH, are the solar abundances
of these (Asplund et al. 2009).
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Figure 1. Slice plots showing metallicity distribution of
haloes with dense gas at redshift z = 12. In both panels,
the large black circle represents the virial radius of the halo,
and the white/black curves are iso-density contours. The top
panel illustrates a halo that has negative dZ (dZ = -0.28),
suggesting that gas collapse occurs before metal enrichment,
and metals can not penetrate into the dense gas. The bottom
panel illustrates a halo that has positive dZ (dZ = 0.14),
suggesting that gas collapse occurs after metal enrichment.
The masses of the dark matter haloes presented in top and
bottom panel are 7.4×107 M and 3.0×108 M, respectively.
tends naturally to be hot, because thermal and chemi-
cal feedback sources are the same (Emerick et al. 2018).
The interplay of these processes, together with inhomo-
geneous mixing of metals with pristine gas manifest in
the distribution of dZ.
3.3.2. Correlation analysis
The goal is to find an analytical expression to pre-
dict dZ for a given halo. We expect dZ to be corre-
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lated to other halo properties. For example, stellar mean
age traces the time that has passed after a star forma-
tion event. Galaxies with older stellar populations have
longer time to mix after energy injection. If we wait
longer than the cooling time of metal-rich gas, one could
expect that dZ takes a positive value by the first pro-
cess (and disappearance of the third process) explained
above.
We calculate Pearson correlation coefficients between
halo properties and the metallicity shift. We include the
number of Pop III SNe (which traces injected energy by
Pop III, pop3SNcount), halo mass (halo mass), Pop III
mass that went into SNe (pop3 mass), Pop II stellar
mass (which traces injected energy, pop2 mass), gas
mass (gas mass), metallicity of all gas (Zall), mean tem-
perature (temperature), stellar mean age (which traces
the time passed after star formation event, stellar mean
age), metallicity of dense gas (Zdense), and mass of dense
gas (mass of dense gas). First, we calculate the cor-
relation matrix among various quantities in search of
explanatory variables for dZ. Pearson’s correlation co-
efficients are presented in Fig. 2. The two strongest
correlations to dZ are dense gas metallicity and average
gas metallicity, which is natural because dZ is defined
based on these two quantities. The absence of any other
strong correlations demonstrates that metal mixing in
the first galaxies is an intrinsically stochastic process.
The mass of Pop II stars shows the next strongest cor-
relation. When we take a close look at the actual scat-
ter plot between dZ and mass of all stars, two distinct
clusters are observed (Fig. 3). dZ behaves very differ-
ently between haloes with stars and those without stars.
This bimodality also explains other correlations to dZ,
namely number of Pop III SNe, and Pop III mass that
went into SNe. If a halo has a finite metallicity but did
not experience SNe before, it must have been enriched
externally by at least one SN from a nearby halo.
We do not see any other quantities that are correlated
to dZ. In particular, we do not find a dependence of the
metallicity shift on redshift or halo masses.
3.3.3. Overall Trend
Fig. 4 shows a scatter plot between average metallic-
ity inside each halo and dZ. Internally enriched haloes
reside in relatively high-metallicity region, while exter-
nally enriched haloes are widely scattered on the figure.
In internal enrichment, where the direct energy injec-
tion by SNe strongly disrupts the host halo and cre-
ates turbulence, metals produced by SNe mix with the
surrounding gas efficiently. It is expected that in such
haloes dZ is close to zero. On the other hand, in external
enrichment, where produced metals are “just” accreted
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Figure 2. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between dZ (the
metallicity shift defined in Eq. (21)) and other halo proper-
ties. dZ has strong correlation to metallicity of dense gas
and metallicity of all gas, which is natural because they are
defined with these quantities. Also dZ has mild correlation
to Pop II stellar mass and Pop III progenitor stellar mass.
These correlations come from the bimodality of dZ distin-
guished by whether haloes contain stars or not.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot between dZ and mass of all stars in a
halo. This figure clearly shows a bimodality, suggesting that
internal enrichment and external enrichment behave very dif-
ferently in terms of dZ. We labeled haloes without stars as
“external enrichment” because they are dominated by exter-
nal enrichment, and haloes with stars as “internal enrich-
ment” because they are dominated by internal enrichment.
Since the horizontal axis is logarithmic, we artificially set 1
M for haloes without any stars for illustration purpose. On
the right we show the histogram of dZ for externally enriched
haloes.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot between average metallicity of all
gas and metallicity difference between dense gas and aver-
age gas, dZ. The trend suggests that gas at [Fe/H]& −4
is dominated by internal enrichment, where the SN energy
can efficiently mix all gas components, and metal-poor gas
is dominated by external enrichment. [Fe/H] ' −4 corre-
sponds to the critical metallicity for Pop II star formation in
the Renaissance simulation.
onto the gas cloud, mixing is not efficient. In a case
where gas collapses earlier than external enrichment, dZ
is expected to be negative, because metals cannot pen-
etrate into the gas clouds that are already dense. Since
internal enrichment pollutes each halo to higher metal-
licity compared to external enrichment, it is natural to
interpret the figure that the increasing trend in dZ rep-
resents the transition of enrichment mode from external
enrichment to internal enrichment.
3.4. Internal Enrichment
We identify internally enriched haloes with haloes that
contain at least one star that went into SN. In internally
enriched haloes, almost no correlation is observed be-
tween metallicity and dZ, therefore we regard them as
metallicity-independent and we fit the distribution with
a Gaussian distribution function with µ = −0.03, σ =
0.15:
p(x) =
1√
2pi(0.15)2
exp
[
(x+ 0.03)2
2(0.15)2
]
(22)
The mean dZ is almost zero, however slightly negative,
suggesting that on average star-forming gas has almost
the same metallicity as the average gas of the halo.
However, the distribution is a bit skewed, with a
longer tail on the negative end. This can also be seen
by calculating the mean and standard deviation directly
from the data, instead of fitting a Gaussian distribution.
The mean and standard deviation of the data points is
-0.08 and 0.27 dex.
Table 1. Best-fitting parameters for external enrichment.
These parameter sets are for “−dZ”, not dZ itself.
Metallicity µ λ σ
−2 < Z ≤ −1 -0.07 0.14 2.78
−3 < Z ≤ −2 -0.01 0.24 1.41
−4 < Z ≤ −3 0.08 0.20 0.77
−5 < Z ≤ −4 0.16 0.19 0.38
−8 < Z ≤ −5 1.63 1.01 0.35
3.5. External Enrichment
We identify externally enriched haloes with haloes
that do not contain any stars that went into SN. The
importance of such external enrichment for the forma-
tion of EMP stars has already been pointed out by Smith
et al. (2015), although (Jaacks et al. 2018) show that ex-
ternal enrichment alone may not be sufficient to reach
the critical metallicity (Eq. 2) to trigger Pop II star
formation. In externally enriched haloes, an obvious in-
creasing trend is observed between metallicity and dZ.
We therefore bin the metallicity with ∆Z = 1 in the
range −5 < Z ≤ −1, and in Z ≤ −5 we group them
together. We calculate mean and standard deviation
in each bin. We fit the distribution functions of dZ
at different metallicities with an exponentially modified
Gaussian distributions. The distribution has three free
parameters, (K,µ, σ), and the probability distribution
function p(x;µ, σ, λ) is
p(x;µ, σ, λ) =
λ
2
exp
[
λ
2
(2µ+λσ2−2x)
]
erfc
(
µ+ λσ2 − x√
2σ
)
,
(23)
where
erfc(x) = 1− erf(x) (24)
=
2√
pi
∫ ∞
x
e−t
2
dt. (25)
The fitting results, which can be used to implement a
sub-grid model for incomplete mixing, are presented in
Table. 1. The table shows the evolution of the distribu-
tion function of dZ with mean metallicity.
3.6. Implementation
We implement this new recipe for improved metal
mixing in a-sloth, which constitutes a major improve-
ment compared to earlier versions of the code. We
discriminate the internally enriched and externally en-
riched haloes by the stellar mass inside haloes. If a halo
has already experienced star formation (either Pop II
or Pop III), we apply the internal enrichment formula.
Otherwise, we apply the external enrichment formula,
equation (23), based on pre-calculated look-up tables.
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3.7. Comparison to other research
One of the limitations of our metal-mixing model
is the finite resolution of the Renaissance simulations.
These may not allow us to capture inhomogeneities at
the highest densities. In the high-resolution simulations
of Greif et al. (2010) the metallicity of the recollapsing
halo becomes uniform, implying almost zero metallic-
ity shift for internally enriched haloes. Chiaki et al.
(2018) show several cases of internal enrichment where
the metallicity of the recollapsing gas is much lower than
the average metallicty of the halo, implying a negative
metallicity shift that is potentially larger than what we
find. Both simulations, as well as Chen et al. (2017) and
Smith et al. (2015) show that the densest parts of exter-
nally enriched haloes are usually not enriched efficiently.
This is consistent with the strongly negative metallicity
shift we find for externally enriched haloes. However,
all simulations of this type focus on one or a few haloes.
The low-number statistics of the high-resolution simu-
lations do not yet allow a statistical description of the
inherently chaotic process of metal mixing.
In Fig. 5 we compare our new implementation of the
metallicity shift to previous approaches. In one SAM
(de Bennassuti et al. 2017) this metallicity shift was
not taken into consideration, and their treatment corre-
sponds to dZ = 0 for all haloes. In another SAM (Coˆte´
et al. 2018) metallicity inhomogeneity is taken into ac-
count by convolving a Gaussian with µ = 0, σ = 0.2
with the final MDF. The authors report that they need
the convolution to reproduce the MDF extracted from
hydrodynamical simulation with their SAM. In our pre-
vious implementation, we assumed that produced met-
als do not mix with all the hydrogen and therefore the
metallicity shifts were positive values (Hartwig et al.
2018b). The cosmological simulation, however, suggests
that the mean metallicity shift is negative for both in-
ternal and external enrichment. Previous authors did
not try to derive such a metallicity shift. However, their
approaches and implementations can be interpreted in
our new framework as metallicity shifts. In this compar-
ison, the implementation of Coˆte´ et al. (2018) matches
very well our method for internal enrichment.
Sarmento et al. (2017, 2019) and Safarzadeh et al.
(2019) use elaborate sub-grid model to keep track of
the pristine gas fraction in each cell. Their model let
Pop III stars form even in enriched cells. Such treat-
ment is suited to follow “residual” Pop III star forma-
tion in enriched regions. However, the main purpose
of our dZ is to predict the metallicity of stars (or their
progenitors, star-forming gas), taking inhomogeneity of
metallicity into account. For such purpose, direct analy-
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Figure 5. Comparison of our new metallicity shift treat-
ment (green, blue) to previous implementations. Our sample
is taken from the Normal z = 12 dataset (histograms). The
green curve is the fitted distribution function of dZ among
externally enriched haloes, exemplarily for the metallicity
range −4 < Z ≤ −3. The blue curve is the fitted distribution
function of dZ among internally enriched haloes. For com-
parison, we also show the dZ distribution of a SAM consid-
ering inhomogeneous metallicity inside each galaxies (Coˆte´
et al. 2018) and of a homogeneous model (δ-function at zero,
e.g. used in de Bennassuti et al. 2017). Our mean metallicity
shift is negative for both internal and external enrichment,
and we see a prominent long tail towards the negative end
in the external enrichment.
sis of cosmological simulation is the best way to extract
this information.
Hirai & Saitoh (2017) included their sub-grid metal
diffusion recipe. The model calculates the amount of
metals diffused to the next cells by the metallicity gra-
dient, shear tensor of the cells, and a scaling factor for
metal diffusion. They use elemental abundance patterns
to calibrate their sub-grid model and conclude that the
metal mixing timescale is less than 40 Myr, shorter than
the dynamical time of the typical dwarf galaxies. This
comparatively short mixing timescale means that gas
and metals are well-mixed, which is consistent to our
overall trend that the typical dZ is close to zero. A halo
with very negative dZ can be produced if the collapse of
a gas cloud happens earlier than the mixing timescale
after the first SNe. Such haloes also exist in the simula-
tion, see e.g. the top panel of Fig. 1.
An alternative approach is to describe metal mixing as
a diffusion process (Karlsson et al. 2008; Komiya et al.
2020). They assume diffusion coefficients that allows
galactic gas to be mixed well within a short period of
time (' 30 Myr). This is consistent to our finding that
in internally enriched haloes gas is mixed quite well.
4. RESULTS
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Table 2. Parameter values in our fiducial model. This set
of parameters best reproduces the MDF at −4 ≤ [Fe/H]
≤ −3 as we show below. We fixed the Pop III metal fallback
fraction at ffallback = 1− feject.
Parameter Value
Pop III SFE ηIII = 1× 10−2
Pop III metal ejection fraction feject = 80%
lower IMF limit Mmin = 2M
upper IMF limit Mmax = 180M
IMF slope α = 0.5
recovery time trecov = 30 Myr
In this section, we will first present the calibration
of our model based on the MDF and discuss the effect
of metal mixing. Then, we will demonstrate that this
calibrated model is also able to reproduce additional,
independent observations.
4.1. MDF
To calibrate our theoretically predicted MDF we use
a de-biased MDF in the range of −4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −3
provided by Youakim et al. (2020). This MDF is based
on the photometric Pristine survey (Starkenburg et al.
2017), corrected for all major biases. This metallicity
range is strongly affected by the properties of Pop III
stars and dominating the statistical comparison. For our
model prediction, we exclude stars in simulated satellite
galaxies to guarantee that we compare halo stars to halo
stars.
To quantify the fit quality, we calculate the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance for each MDF from
each merger tree, i.e., the maximum distance between
the observed and modelled cumulative MDF in the range
−4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −3. We use 30 independent MW-like
halo trees from the Caterpillar simulation. First, we
execute the model, and obtain the MDF as model pre-
diction on each tree. Next, we calculate the KS distance
on each MDF. Finally, we use the average of the 30 KS
distances as the quantification of comparison between
observation and model prediction.
We calibrate the model parameters by minimizing the
average of KS distances to the observed de-biased MDF
(Youakim et al. 2020). We present the parameters of
our fiducial model in Table 2. We find a top-heavy IMF
with the slope α = 0.5 in the mass range from 2 M to
180 M, with a Pop III SFE of 1% to best reproduce
the MDF. For this set of parameters, the average of KS
distance is 0.074. We also estimate p-value from KS
distances assuming an observational sample size of 2762,
based on the sum of the “corrected”-row in Table.A1
of Youakim et al. (2020). The average p-value over 30
merger trees is 0.018. It means our calibrated MDF
and observation are in some tension, but the difference
is not statistically significant at 99% significance level.
This tension is partly due to the fact that not all merger
trees are equally representative of the merger history of
the MW. The highest p-value for one MW-like merger
tree with the fiducial parameters is 0.49, showing the
importance of variations in the merger history.
In Fig. 6 we compare our derived fiducial IMF and
an independent IMF obtained from numerical simula-
tions (Hirano et al. 2015). The green region shows
the range of best-fitting IMFs, i.e., p-value more than
90% of the fiducial model. The yellow region illustrates
the marginally well-fitting IMFs, i.e., p-value more than
10% of the fiducial model. The red region represents the
disfavoured IMFs, i.e., p-value less than 10% of the fidu-
cial model. The homogeneous model is within the best-
fitting region, therefore it is statistically indistinguish-
able from our best-fitting model with inhomogeneity.
All the best-fitting IMFs are more top-heavy than the
Salpeter IMF. Our IMF favours stars with 2 ∼ 200 M.
A large fraction of PISNe from Pop III stars was not
favoured (see also de Bennassuti et al. (2017) and Sal-
vadori et al. (2019)).
Our calibration is not very sensitive to the lower mass
limit of the Pop III IMF, because such low-mass stars
do not contribute to chemical enrichment and therefore
do not directly affect the MDF. Also, our calibration
based on the KS test is not very sensitive to the low-
metallicity tail of the MDF, because of the small number
of observed stars in this range. Therefore, our improved
model for metal mixing, which mostly affects star for-
mation at very low metallicities, does not affect the IMF
calibration significantly.
In Fig. 7 we compare the calibrated MDF and ob-
served MDF. At [Fe/H]> −4.5 range, internal enrich-
ment is dominant. The metallicity inhomogeneity only
plays a minor role on this metallicity range. In our cal-
ibration we only compare MDF at [Fe/H]> −4 range.
Therefore, the metallicity inhomogeneity only has a
small effect on the Pop III IMF.
In Fig. 8 we show how a different choice of model pa-
rameters affects the MDF. For some choices of param-
eters ((Mmax = 100) model, (ηIII = 10
−3) model pre-
sented with blue curves), the models predict too many
stars at [Fe/H] . −4.0. This is the consequence of the
decrease in the amount of metals produced by Pop III
stars. Stars with lower mass convert pristine gas to
metals less efficiently than higher-mass stars. Also, a
lower Pop III star formation efficiency decreases the
overall metal production from Pop III stars. The de-
crease in metal mass from Pop III stars consequently de-
crease the metallicity of second-generation stars, there-
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Figure 6. Comparison of the predicted primordial IMF.
The black line illustrates our fiducial model which minimizes
the average KS distance for 30 trees. The blue line illus-
trates the calibration assuming homogeneous metal mixing.
The green/yellow shaded region is the IMF range that has
average p-value more than 90%/10% of the one obtained
with fiducial parameter. The red shaded region includes all
tested IMFs. The dashed line represents the Salpeter slope
to guide the eye. With red line we also overplot the Pop III
IMF by Hirano et al. (2015) derived from numerical simula-
tions. Taking inhomogeneity into account slightly modifies
the IMF prediction but the effect is within the uncertainty
of the model.
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Figure 7. Averaged MDF of 30 merger trees with the fidu-
cial model parameters. The black histogram is the model
prediction. The green histogram is the metallicity distribu-
tion function only from external enrichment. The red curve
is the de-biased MDF obtained by Youakim et al. (2020) and
the blue curve is the MDF from SAGA database (Suda et al.
2008).
fore the number of stars at [Fe/H] < −4.0 increases.
For other choices of parameters ((Mmax = 260) model,
(ηIII = 10
−1) model, presented with red curves), the
opposite trend is observed. These models produce too
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Figure 8. MDF comparison among various model parame-
ters. The black dots represent the observed MDF (Youakim
et al. 2020). To show the approximate error from sampling,
we plot Poisson errors assuming that the error is obtained
by the number of observed stars in each bin. The black
curve represents the fiducial model MDF and the shaded re-
gion shows the one sigma scatter of the 30 trees. The other
curves are model predictions with one parameter modified
from its fiducial value. The modeled MDFs are normalised
by the mass of stars at [Fe/H] < −3. The observed MDF is
normalised by the number of stars at [Fe/H] < −3. We can
see that Mmax = 100 M and ηIII = 10−3 predict too many
stars at [Fe/H] . −4.0. These models tend to produce less
metals per Pop III star formation event. Such small metal
mass events contribute too much to the formation of stars
at [Fe/H] < −4.0. On the other hand, Mmax = 260 M and
ηIII = 10
−1 predict too many stars in [Fe/H] & −3.25, al-
though they are consistent to the fiducial MDF within the
scatter of “Milky Way-like merger trees”. To eliminate such
parameter sets we need to resort to different information
sources.
much metals from Pop III stars, directly enriching the
host galaxy to [Fe/H] & −3. In these models the fraction
of stars in [Fe/H] . −3.5 is less than the observed stel-
lar metallicity distribution function, although the dif-
ference is typically smaller than the scatter among dif-
ferent merger trees. This comparison suggests that the
lower limits of Mmax and ηIII can be constrained well by
our method, and to constrain the upper limits of these
parameters we need additional information such as the
(non-) detection of stars with PISNe abundance pattern
(see e.g. Salvadori et al. 2019).
4.2. Additional Observables
In Fig. 9 we show the stellar mass to halo mass relation
at present day. The dots are the stellar mass at z = 0
calculated with our fiducial model. The trees are sam-
pled randomly. The solid line is the abundance matching
relation derived by comparing the number of satellites
around the MW with dark-matter-only simulations of
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Figure 9. Comparison of stellar mass to halo mass. The
dots are the simulated galaxies at z = 0 in a-sloth with
fiducial parameters. Five different colours correspond to five
different merger trees, showing the tree-to-tree scatter. The
solid line is the abundance matching relation from observa-
tions (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014) and the grey region indi-
cates the stellar mass range in which the abundance match-
ing prediction becomes unreliable.
MW-like haloes (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014). In the
shaded region (stellar mass < 105 M), the abundance
matching relation is not reliable due to poor sampling
in the observation (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017). Our
fiducial model reproduce the stellar mass to halo mass
relation reasonably well at z = 0.
Our model also reproduces the fraction of externally
enriched halos as a function of redshift that is found
in the Renaissance simulation: it increases from ∼ 10%
at z = 18 to 23% at z = 12. While this is not an
observable, it is an additional independent crosscheck
for our approach.
4.3. When is dZ important?
In Fig. 10 we show the distribution of dZ as functions
of physical parameters. Since dZ is most important in
external enrichment, these panels indicate under what
conditions external enrichment becomes important. For
some stars with low [Fe/H] (. −4), dZ is largely neg-
ative. This means that the metallicities of these stars
would have been much higher if we assumed homogene-
ity. The clear cut at [Fe/H] ∼ −5.1 comes from our
Pop II star formation criterion. For stars with [Fe/H]
> −5.1, we do not require carbon enhancement to form
stars, whereas if [Fe/H] < −5.1 we do require the car-
bon enhancement (see eq. 2). Highly negative dZ means
high (naively calculated) [Fe/H], therefore less likely to
be carbon enhanced and allowed to form stars.
The middle panel shows that in small halos dZ can
be largely negative. In massive galaxies (& 108 M),
star formation has already begun, therefore they are in-
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Figure 10. Distribution of dZ as functions of various
physical properties of stars. Top panel: for stars with
[Fe/H] < −4.5, external enrichment is the dominant chan-
nel. Therefore, inhomogeneity is important for such ultra
metal-poor stars. Middle panel: for large, matured halos
(Mhalo > 10
8 M) star formation has already begun and
therefore they are internally enriched. External enrichment
is important when we consider star formation in small galax-
ies (∼ 107 M). Bottom panel: for star formation events at
a very high redshift, external enrichment plays a role.
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ternally enriched and well mixed. Combining with our
former analysis on the dZ distribution, we find that the
metallicity inhomogeneity is less significant in massive
galaxies.
The bottom panel shows that dZ is only important at
high (although not the highest) redshifts. Low-redshift
galaxies are homogeneous due to the same reason as the
massive galaxies. The highest redshift galaxies (z &
20) are homogeneous, because they do not have enough
time after the first star formation events to experience
external enrichment. In summary, inhomogeneous metal
mixing is important in low-mass halos at high redshift
that are about to form EMP stars.
5. DISCUSSION
We have performed the first cosmologically represen-
tative analysis of metal mixing in high redshift galaxies.
We derived a physically motivated estimate of dZ, the
metallicity difference between star-forming and all gas,
and find that the distribution of dZ is very different be-
tween haloes with stars and haloes without stars. This
bimodality can be understood by assuming that two pro-
cesses are at work: internal enrichment and external en-
richment. Haloes without stars have not experienced
any star-formation events, so they can be identified as
externally enriched haloes. In external enrichment, the
momentum of metal-rich wind is not strong. If a galaxy
already has a dense gas cloud when the external en-
richment takes place, it is expected that metals cannot
penetrate into the dense gas. In such cases, dZ is ex-
pected to be negative, indicating incomplete mixing. On
the other hand, haloes with stars have experienced star
formation at least once. The energy injection from SNe
mix up the ISM in the host halo, which results in more
homogeneous mixing between hydrogen and metals.
The formula we have obtained for dZ suggests that
the metallicity difference of star-forming gas cloud and
average gas can be large in external enrichment (Eq. 22
and Eq. 23). We show that in this case 39 per cent of
haloes have dZ less than −1, which means more than
10 times metal-poorer than the average gas. A naive
estimate of metallicity for stars formed in external en-
richment can therefore overestimate the actual stellar
metallicity. On the other hand, in internal enrichment,
the average inhomogeneity is small: the fitted distribu-
tion of dZ has a mean of µ = −0.03 and a standard
deviation of σ = 0.15.
The absence of any variable that has strong correlation
to dZ other than metallicity leads us to the conclusion
that the metallicity difference between dense gas and
average halo gas is intrinsically stochastic. One expla-
nation is the missing stability of star formation and gas
circulation. The stochasticity of star formation in small
haloes is pointed out by Xu et al. (2016) and Sharma
et al. (2019). Since small haloes have shallow gravita-
tional potential wells, they easily lose their gas by stel-
lar feedback. The stochasticity of metallicity difference
between star-forming gas and average gas can be re-
lated to the stochasticity of star formation. Moreover,
the first galaxies had not yet enough time to develop
self-regulated star formation and therefore correlations
between the involved physical quantities.
Despite the large metallicity difference in external en-
richment, the predicted IMF is not sensitive to this dif-
ference. This can be understood because we compare
the MDF mainly at −4 < [Fe/H] < −3, where internal
enrichment is the dominant channel and we mostly ap-
ply the corresponding distribution with a mean value of
µ = −0.03. Therefore, the statistical average over many
haloes cancels out the inhomogeneity of each halo.
Taking inhomogeneous metal mixing into account
does not have a significant influence on current observ-
ables. However, we show that the MDF at [Fe/H]< −4.5
is affected by inhomogeneous metal mixing in the first
galaxies (compare Fig. 7). Future observations of more
ultra metal-poor stars can confirm or falsify our model
of inhomogeneous metal mixing by discriminating MDFs
at [Fe/H]< −4.5.
Our derived IMF is in general agreement with the
model by Sarmento et al. (2019) who show that the
Pop III IMF was dominated by stars in the mass range
20 − 120 M, by comparing the radiative and chemical
imprint of the first stars to observations. Our upper
mass limit of Mmax = 180 M is a bit higher than ear-
lier estimates by de Bennassuti et al. (2017) who show
that metal enrichment of EMP stars from PISNe is very
rare, and by Jeon et al. (2017), who simulate the chem-
ical composition of MW satellites by adopting a Pop III
IMF up to Mmax = 150 M.
We also examined the fraction of carbon-enhanced
metal-poor (CEMP) stars as a function of metallicity.
CEMP stars are a very prominent sub-class of EMP
stars with [C/Fe]> 0.7 (Beers et al. 1992; Aoki et al.
2007; Lee et al. 2013; Salvadori et al. 2015; Sharma et al.
2018). The fraction of CEMP stars increases with de-
creasing metallicity (Yong et al. 2013; Placco et al. 2014;
Yoon et al. 2016), which places them as prototypes of
second-generation stars (Hansen et al. 2016).
While we reproduce the general trend of the CEMP-no
(CEMP stars without enhancement of neutron-capture
elements) fraction, we do not reproduce the fraction of
CEMP-no stars in the metallicity range −5 .[Fe/H].
−3 with our fiducial model. Our model predicts that
only 0.4 per cent of stars with −4.5 < [Fe/H] < −3 are
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CEMP-no stars, which is below the reported values by
Norris & Yong (2019) which derived that 12 per cent is
truly CEMP-no stars even after 3-D NLTE corrections.
Recently, also Komiya et al. (2020) suggests that it is
quite difficult to reproduce both the MDF and the frac-
tion of CEMP-no stars if faint SNe are the only consid-
ered channel for the formation of CEMP-no stars. While
we include faint SNe based on Ishigaki et al. (2014), we
miss, for example, mass transfer from a binary com-
panion (Arentsen et al. 2019), carbon enrichment from
rotating massive stars (Choplin et al. 2019), differential
mixing of carbon and iron (Frebel et al. 2014; Hartwig &
Yoshida 2019), or aspherical SN explosions (Tominaga
et al. 2007; Ezzeddine et al. 2019). We have not yet
included these additional channels because their nature
and relative contribution is not well understood and a
topic of ongoing research (Yoon et al. 2019). Therefore,
we expect that our current model can only provide a
lower limit to the CEMP fraction.
5.1. Caveats
Hydrodynamical simulations are limited by numerical
resolution. We confirmed that the resolution is sufficient
to capture the metallicity structure of dense gas up to
100 cm−3, because we see almost no difference among
different choices of this density threshold in the range of
[1 cm−3, 100 cm−3]. However, in order to follow metal-
licity difference between stars and gas completely, one
should analyse the metallicity of denser gas, up to pro-
tostar formation. In our work, we could not follow the
dense gas cloud phase, where stars are formed, due to
limited resolution.
Furthermore, Schauer et al. (2019a) have shown that
around 1000 resolution elements per halo are required
to properly resolve the onset of star formation. Thus,
star formation in the Renaissance simulations is likely
to be artificially delayed, and the mixing behaviour in
the smallest haloes may not be captured in our model.
The absolute and relative metal yields from Pop III
SNe are subject to uncertainties. The amount of ejected
metals depends on, e.g., the explosion energy or rota-
tion. Our model yields for Pop III SNe are based on
Nomoto et al. (2013). The mass-dependent explosion
energies for these SNe are calibrated based on observed
explosion energies at higher metallicity. However, the
explosion energies of Pop III SNe, and therefore the ef-
fective metal yields, may not be a monotonic function
of the progenitor mass, but rather a distribution of ex-
plosion energies (Ishigaki et al. 2018). Hence, while the
IMF-averaged metals are more reliable, the metal yields
for individual stars may differ from our implementation
due to stochastic differences in the explosion energy or
stellar rotation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the effect of inho-
mogeneous metal mixing on the metallicities of EMP
stars. The inhomogeneity of metallicity has not been
well understood and is often ignored in semi-analytical
approaches. We analyzed the cosmological hydrody-
namic “Renaissance Simulations” (O’Shea et al. 2015)
to gain insight into the metallicity of star-forming gas
in the first galaxies. The aim is to predict the stellar
metallicity based on the metal mass and the gas mass
in the halo, taking inhomogeneity into account.
The analysis of hydrodynamical simulations shows
that the metallicity of star-forming gas can be differ-
ent from the average metallicity in a halo. Our analysis
suggests that the difference of metallicity between dense
gas and average gas, dZ, behaves systematically different
for haloes with and without stars (Fig. 3). For starless
haloes, dZ is largely negative (typically about or more
than 1 dex), and it increases with overall metallicity, sug-
gesting that it is difficult to enrich already dense gas
clouds with external enrichment. For haloes with stars,
dZ tends to be close to zero (see also Coˆte´ et al. 2018),
however slightly negative with 0.15 dex scatter, which
is comparable to observational uncertainties. We do not
find other correlations to dZ, highlighting its stochastic
nature. The small metallicity difference dZ in internal
enrichment suggests that the homogeneous assumptions
inside halo in many of existing SAMs are a good approx-
imation. However, one should be cautious in externally
enriched halos, where the difference between metallicity
of all and of star-forming gas exceeds 1 dex in 39 per
cent of the cases.
Taking metallicity inhomogeneity into account, we
calibrated our SAM, a-sloth, and explored various sets
of Pop III IMF-generating parameters. The best IMF is
a function with dN/dM ∝M−0.5 between [2, 180] M.
The predicted IMF did not change significantly by tak-
ing inhomogeneity into account. The uncertainty and
degeneracy in other parameters such as Pop III star for-
mation efficiency can change the prediction on Pop III
IMF (Coˆte´ et al. 2017). This degeneracy can be resolved
if we can obtain an independent estimate on Pop III
star formation efficiency, such as direct observations of
Pop III-dominated galaxies at high redshift with next
generation telescopes.
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